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Having as much as different colors on displays is the main aim for a high color gamut LCD. Using 

conventional backlight systems, a blue LED with a YAG phosphor layer implemented onto it, a high 

portion of CIE 1931 color space is missed [1,2]. Not only broad emission spectrum of Yttrium 

Aluminum Garnet (YAG) for yellow light, but also crosstalk of commercial RGB color filters have 

huge impact of that result. Using quantum dots (QDs) which are promising backlight agents in terms 

of color quality can increase the number of different colors on displays thanks to their narrow emission 

spectra, ease in controllability of optical properties and high photoluminescence efficiency [3:5]. 

However, when it comes to the color filters, broad transmission spectra and crosstalk between those 

spectra reduces the quality [6]. In this study, we design, simulate, analyze a QD based backlighting 

system and compare it with conventional phosphor based white light. Simulating both yellow 

phosphor based LED and QD based LED in software, we engineer spectral parameters i.e. full width at 

half maximum, peak emission wavelength and intensities of emitters. Furthermore, we investigate the 

effect of commercial color filters on those two systems and propose a new, industrially appropriate 

color filter spectra. Using QD based backlight increases the NTSC color gamut area from 65-70% to 

127% with more than 99.8% coverage and the negative effect of commercial color filters, around 15% 

that reduced the gamut ratio to 109%, is balanced with suggested spectral transmission parameters of 

RGB color filters for QD based backlighting systems. 
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